Abstract. We first introduce an R function distinguish.fisher() of the multi-classification Fisher discriminant analysis and two other useful R functions: discriminant_table() (used to calculate the discriminant table) and plot_fisher() (used for the scatterplot of the first two discriminant scores). Then we do two case studies, the first case study shows that the R function distinguish.fisher() written by us is correct; the second case study shows that the function distinguish.fisher() can solve two-classification problems.
Introduction
Discriminant analysis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] is used to determine the belonging of the group of the new observation under the condition that the study objects are divided into a number of known groups. Commonly used discriminant analysis methods are distance discriminant method, Bayes discriminant method, and Fisher discriminant method [10, 11, 12] . From the point of view of the number of categories, it is also divided into two classification problems and multi-classification (classification number is greater than or equal to 3) problems. In practical applications, softwares (such as R and SAS) are used to calculate the two classification and multi-classification problems. Reference [6] gives the two classification and multi-classification distance discriminant method R functions (discriminant.distance () and distinguish.distance ()), and the two classification and multi-classification Bayes discriminant method R functions (discriminant.bayes () and distinguish.bayes ()), but it only gives two classification Fisher discriminant method R function (discriminant.fisher ()), and it does not give the multi-classification Fisher discriminant method R function. We have written an R function distinguish.fisher() for the multi-classification Fisher discriminant method, by referencing the theoretical part of the multi-classification Fisher discriminant method in [5] and the programming structure of discriminant.fisher(). So people using R software for discriminant analysis can compare three kinds of multi-classification discrimination methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the R function distinguish.fisher() of the multi-classification Fisher discriminant method and two other useful R functions: discriminant_table() (used to calculate the discriminant table) and plot_fisher() (for scatter plot of the first two discriminant scores). Section 3 is case analysis, case 1 is used to verify the correctness of distinguish.fisher(), case 2 is used to explain that the distinguish.fisher() function can solve two classification problem. Section 4 summaries.
The R Function for the Multi-classification Fisher Discriminant Method
See [5] for the theoretical part of the multi-classification Fisher discriminant method.
Note that the R functions of the paper can be downloaded from ZHANG Ying-ying's academic homepage: http://user.qzone.qq.com/93347989/blog/1308306747. The R function distinguish.fisher() for the multi-classification Fisher discriminant method is given as follows. The input variables of the function are explained below. TrnX is the training sample, and the input format is a data frame or matrix (the sample is inputted rowly). TrnG is a factor variable, indicating the classification of the input training samples. TstX is the test sample, the input format is a data frame or matrix (the sample is inputted rowly) or a vector (one test sample). If you do not enter a TstX (the default), then the test sample is the training sample. r is the number of discriminants (the default is 0). delta is a critical value (the default is 1e-7). It is used to determine whether a number x is 0, if abs(x) < delta, then x is considered to be 0. CVCCR is short for Critial Value of Cumulative Contribution Rate, and the default value is 0.75.
The output variables of the function are explained below. p is the number of variables. n is the number of samples. k is the number of groups. N is a vector of the number of samples of each group. mu is the matrix of sample mean vector, and the ith row represents the sample mean vector of the ith group. xb is the sample mean vector of all samples. B is the matrix B of sum of squares between groups. E is the matrix E of sum of squares within groups. EinvB is the matrix 
Sp is the pooled sample covariance matrix p S .
yb_tilda is the matrix of the group means of the discriminants, and its  
belong_tilda is a one dimension matrix of numbers, and the number represents the corresponding class.
In addition, we write two useful R functions: discriminant_table() which is used to calculate the discrimination table and plot_fisher() which is used to draw the scatter plot of the first two discriminant scores. Input the data, then call the function distinguish.fisher() to distinguish. The outputs of the program agree with the results of Example 5.4.2 of [5] . Therefore, the R function distinguish.fisher() written by us is correct. See Table 1 for the discrimination table. This case is used to illustrate that the distinguish.fisher() function can be used to solve two classification problems. Input the data, then call the distinguish.fisher() function to distinguish. And call the existing discriminant.fisher() function from [6] to distinguish. See Table 2 for the  discrimination table. From Table 2 we find that the discriminant results of the two functions are different, and the discriminant result of discriminant.fisher() function is slightly better than that of the distinguish.fisher() function.
By a careful study of the corresponding theoretical part of discriminant.fisher() (see [6] Section 8.1.3) and the corresponding theoretical part of distinguish.fisher() (see [5] Section 5.4), we summarize the comparison results of the two classification Fisher discriminant methods in Table 3 .
For the sake of unity, we are in the mark of [5] . In Table 3 , the discriminant   w x depends on d , S and c . We find that the two discriminant methods are consistent concerning the rule of discriminantion and the definition of d . There is a positive scale constant   1/ 2 n  between 1 S and 2 S , and the constant will not affect the property of positive or negative of   w x , and consequently it will not affect the result of discriminantion. Therefore, the difference between the two discriminantion methods can only lie in the difference of the definition of c . From the discriminantion result of Table 2 , we find that the definition of 1 c is better than that of 2 c . From the further analysis, we find that the difference between the two methods lie in the difference of the definition of y . Similarly, from the discriminantion result of Table 2 , we find that the definition of 
Summary
We first introduce an R function distinguish.fisher() of the multi-classification Fisher discriminant analysis and two other useful R functions: discriminant_table() (used to calculate the discriminant table) and plot_fisher() (used for the scatterplot of the first two discriminant scores). Then we do two case studies. The first case study compares the result of R function distinguish.fisher() and the SAS result of Example 5.4.2 of [5] . The results are consistent, which indicates that the R function distinguish.fisher() written by us is correct. The second case study is used to illustrate that the distinguish.fisher() function can be used to solve two classification problems. We also compare the results of distinguish.fisher() and the existing discriminant.fisher() from [6] in Table 2 . Finally, we analyze the reasons for the difference of the two Fisher discriminant R functions in Table 3 .
